NEWSLETTER no 14 Spring 2021
Dear Friends
Thanks to so many of you for renewing your subscription. With the loss of the income from
guided walks last year, and continuing uncertainty about what will happen this year, we
particularly value your continuing support. If you have not yet had the opportunity to renew
for this year we enclose the relevant forms which you can send with a cheque to Ian or else
use the account details to pay your subscription electronically. You may find it convenient
to take out a standing order, for which a form is also attached, and if you are in a position to
Gift Aid your subscription and have not already done so then this is a painless way of adding
another 25 per cent to your subscription, at no cost to you.
And thank you too for all your valued comments about the future of the Broad Marsh. The
Society is a consultee with the new Advisory Panel for the Greater Broad Marsh
redevelopment which is a most important way of putting forward your views.
ZOOMING INTO THE FUTURE
Yes, we have bitten that now-familiar bullet. After several committee meetings and other
meetings with the city council, and with the continuing impossibility of public meetings, we
are presenting some Zoom talks for you,
Our first is on Tuesday 23 March at 7:30 pm, when Kurt Hatton will take us on A pictorial
journey along the route taken by the Ripley Rattlers from Nottingham to Ripley. This
talk will cover the creation of the route, some of the unfortunate accidents that happened and
a look at 'then and now' as we rattle along the journey.
Joining instructions are:
Topic: Nottingham Civic Society Zoom Talk
Time: Mar 23, 2021 07:30 PM London
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89431745272?pwd=RENBS3RtUTlTeUtWOUNHRTc0cF
ZwUT09
Meeting ID: 894 3174 5272
Passcode: 681796
Log in at 7.20 and don’t leave it too late!
(Fear not! These joining instructions will be sent out again shortly before this talk,)
D H Lawrence’s short story from the first world war Tickets Please is also set on this
particular route. It can be downloaded at http://fullreads.com/literature/tickets-please/
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Further talks are planned as follows (details and dates subject to confirmation):
20 April

Richard Woods, Conservation Architect

18 May

Becky Valentine and Victoria Green: The Birkin Story

15 June

Martine Hamilton Knight: Picturing Pevsner.
Photographing buildings for the new Nottinghamshire Pevsner

20 July

Ian Wells: Local Country Houses in the Eighties.
A look at nearby houses, some of them no longer as they were forty years ago

Details of all these meetings together with joining instructions will be circulated nearer to the
time
REVIEW SECTION (HS)
St Ann’s, The End of an Era
ISBN 9 781910 170 786

Peter Richardson Five Leaves Publications £20 / £30

Fifty years ago the way of life
of people living in a large
swathe of inner-city Nottingham
was about to change
irrevocably, in many ways for
the better but in other ways for
the worse.
The clearance of Victorian
crowded, sub-standard terrace
housing of St Ann’s was one of
the most drastic schemes in the
British Isles and resulted in
happier and better living
conditions but also regrets for a
lost community.
St Ann’s, the End of an Era looks at St Ann’s during this period of upheaval through the
medium of Peter Richardson’s photographs taken when he was a photo-journalism student
and the reminiscences of former residents of the area – largely via recollections of childhood.
The images may be of run-down terraces and backyards but the memories are those of an
integrated and supportive community:
“The people were happy, kind, worked, helped people incredibly” says one who spent her
childhood in St Ann’s.
The book is divided into sections covering The Community; Pubs, Shops, Factories and
Churches; Front Doors and Streets; Back Yards and Alleys; and Washday.
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A reminder of the Victorian workmanship which went into the streets is a description of the
thoroughfare itself:
“All the streets off St Ann’s Well Road were laid out with granite cobbles. The kerbs were
lengths of York stone and the pavements of diamond-patterned blue brick.”
A contrast to today’s more or less universal tarmac!
The era did come to an end, of course, and St Ann’s was a precursor of redevelopment in
other areas of Nottingham. There is a new St Ann’s of many – and recently very attractively
designed – houses with green landscaping and a “rim” of rejuvenated Victorian housing still
remains, but it is sad to see such a vital focus as St Ann’s Well Road (known generally
simply as “the Road”) now merely a route through the housing estate rather than the great
commercial, social and entertainment thoroughfare it once was.
Peter Richardson’s carefully chosen and beautifully shot photographs are reproduced here in
an elegant format with the childhood reminiscences written down just as they were spoken,
the whole giving an authentic elegiac portrait of a lost world.
A book to linger over, and to make you ponder.
A coincidental and serendipitous footnote to this review comes from some Youtube clips chanced
upon by Dimitris Theodosspoulos, a former member of our Environment Committee now on the
academic staff of Edinburgh University.These present a very different image of the pre-demolition St
Ann’s. The reality was, no doubt , somehat in between. (Google “Youtube St Ann’s Nottingham” for
a number of features). Perhaps the most clear-sighted view is presented in the report Beyond the
Bulldozer published in 1980 following the University of Nottingham research by Ken Coates and
Richard Silburn. And the City of Nottingham’s response, ever since the call more than ninety years
ago for “Homes fit for Heroes to live in”, at the Stockhill Estate (commemorated in a Civic Society
plaque) through to its current ongoing provision at developemnts such as Lenton Gardens (much
admired by residents) is very well described and presented by Chris Matthews and Dan Lucas in
Homes and Places
(Nottingham City Homes £9.99 ISBN 978-09934093-3-2)
Below: “The road” before the Fall. Picture from Mavis Baker Paskulich
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This is the BBC Holmes Service
John Holmes
ISBN 978-1-83853-908-5 £20 + £3.20 p&p to purchase go to www.johnholmes.co.uk
or by cheque payable to Fragments Media and sent to
Fragments Media, 36 Melton Gardens, Edwalton, Nottingham NG12 4BJ.
Or order electronically: FRAGMENTS MEDIA, a/c 699 55 992 sort code 08-92-99
One of the most familiar names / voices in Nottinghamshire is that of John Holmes, for so
many years associated with his work on Radio Nottingham. John’s approachably friendly
yet perceptive interviewing and reporting have made him not only a national but our own
particular local treasure.
Now John terlls us in his newly-published autobiography how he came from Nottingham
Universiry Engineering student to become the voice and very much the presence of the BBC
reportage and interviewing in our county.
Fortunately for us (and for him, as it has made recollection and recording so much easier)
John has always kept a daily detailed diary – shame on the rest of us!
John has not only the advantage of being able to refer to written testimony, but fortunately
has the dramatic and literary talent to bring events, characters and dialogue to life.
From childhood in Leigh-on-Sea in Essex, John eventually came to Nottingham University to
study Mining Engineering and from then his career diversified into, eventually, broadcasting
with the BBC.
In his vividly recalled escapades and encounters John summons up a picture of an
adventurous journalist willing to take on challenges, together with a deep awareness of his
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reponsibilities towards others including his family; his wife (whom he met during his student
years) and children.
The only reservation about John’s book is that maybe it is worth more than one volume!
(Throughout this autobiography John’s personal passions shine through – his love for the
theatre and music – and oh, how much I agree!)
John’s experience with pop and rock goes way back, while he recollected rock concerts when
I interviewed him in Nottingham’s Albert Hall,
His love for classical music was also evident, and in fact he joined us at the Albert Hall’s
organ celebration to narrate Peter and the Wolf with Prokofiev’s music. And of course
joined us at our Great War commemoration concert in 2004 with his most moving reading of
Rupert Brooke’s “The Soldier”.
This is the BBC Holmes Service is a hugely packed and fascinating read, not just for glimpses
into another world (“Honestly – Joan Collins bought me a drink”) but mostly for the portrait
of a familiar and friendly part of our Nottinghamshire life.
This is a fascinating life story told with the genuine and enthusiastic passion of one who loves
life. (HS)
AN UNUSUAL FIND IN THE GENERAL CEMETERY by Kevin Powell

The General Cemetery from a lithograph dating of the 1870s.
In the short life of the General Cemetery there is recorded a snapshot of Victorian life. It celebrates
both joy and tragedy, and many of the national events of the 1800s are witnessed here both in the
people buried there and on their gravestones.
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The General Cemetery came into being out of necessity in 1836. I say necessity, because that’s
exactly what it was; most of the church cemeteries in Nottingham were overcrowded and in some
cases full following the recent visitation of cholera on the town in 1832 (it would return again in
1849).
Cholera and typhus were common diseases that affected the larger towns due to overcrowding and
the poor insanitary living conditions of the inhabitants, often starting with the water they drank
which came from common wells located around the town, the water being pumped up from the well
below ground. The water was contaminated with human and animal excrement and all manner of
other things creating a very unhealthy cocktail.
Often when disease of this nature struck, cartoons appeared in magazines and newspapers, in some
ways pleading the plight of those affected: showing that science and the hierarchy of society was
ignorant of the causes.

‘Death’s Dispensary’
Open to the Poor, Gratis,
By Permission of the Parish

A Cartoon from ‘Fun’ Magazine
Dated August 1866

The Nottingham Date Book, published in 1884, records for 1832 two extracts relating to the cholera
outbreak.
That dreadful scourge, the Asiatic Cholera, appeared in Nottingham early this year, but for
several months its ravages were confined to a few isolated cases. The 21st March was set
apart as a public fast day, and Divine service was held in the various churches and chapels. In
the succeeding four months but few cases were known; but in August the epidemic broke out
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with alarming violence. In the seven days ending the 24th of that month, 41 new cases were
reported to the local Board of Health, and 18 deaths. The Board, of which Mr. T. Wakefield
was chairman, exerted themselves energetically in checking the progress of the disease.
Amongst other means, they appointed two medical men, who were fully employed for some
weeks, night and day, in visiting cholera patients in the Meadow-plats and other exposed
parts of the town. In the week ending September 6th, there were 62 new cases, and 33
deaths. The week following, the cases were 104, and the deaths 36. In the seven days
terminating September 27th, the deaths were 31, and in the seven following, 37. From this
time the epidemic gradually declined, and finally ceased in November. There were, in the
whole, 930 attended cases: of these 600 recovered and 330 died. The visitation was first
observed in Lees'-Yard, Narrow-marsh [Mr. T. Farnsworth was the victim] and it prevailed in
its most fatal form in imperfectly drained and ill-ventilated localities
The second extract is as follows:
Mr. John Kale, basket-maker, of South-Street, aged 23 years, and his wife, aged 21 years,
died on the 12th of October. They were both in perfect health when they arose in the
morning, but soon after the wife complained of being unwell; not suspecting anything
materially amiss, he went on his business to Hucknall, and on returning through Bulwell in
the afternoon, was taken ill, and was so bad that he died on the road, and so rapid was the
decomposition of the body, that it was obliged to be buried the same evening at Basford. In
the meantime, the wife sickened, and died the same night, of Cholera, at South-Street in
Nottingham, leaving an orphan, about a year old.
These two extracts show the terribleness of a cholera outbreak.
In I832, the situation for burying the dead became desperate, with over 900 recorded cases of
cholera in Nottingham, more than 300 proving fatal.
Samuel Fox, the Quaker and grocer, whose shop was on High Street Nottingham (at the rear of what
is now the Council House) and the Rev Robert William Willson, a Catholic priest, purchased a piece of
land on Bath Street for the interment of the bodies. It would later became the St Mary’s Cemetery.
(today it is a rest garden and open space for the public to walk around).
With these outbreaks of disease and the number of dead increasing the need for a larger public
cemetery became a necessity.
In 1835, General Cemetery Company was formed with the intention of creating a new public
cemetery. The General Cemetery Company purchased land just off Zion Hill, Canning Circus today.
To create the cemetery an Act of Parliament was required and once this was granted, the Act
received Royal Assent on 9 May 1836.
The Cemetery officially opened in 1837. Originally the site covered twelve acres; however, a further
four acres were added in the 1845 Enclosure Act, and later an additional 4 acres was used for nonconformist burials. Following these additions the cemetery now covered an area of 20 acres.
Originally it was to be a Church of England cemetery; however by 1865 the cemetery had been
extended again to include a section for non-conformists. The cemetery had two Mortuary Chapels;
however, these fell into disrepair and were both demolished in 1958 by Nottingham City Council.
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In 1923, the cemetery was officially closed as it broke Home Office guidelines: no new interments
could take place there; however, interments were allowed in pre-existing family graves.
Cemeteries have always held a fascination for people to wander around and explore and every now
and then we come across and unusual grave and headstone that tells a story.
The General Cemetery commemorates the great and the good of Nottingham, along with many
ordinary town folk and there are many fine memorials to see here.

And so to an unusual find………..
The most recent lockdown that came into force after Christmas has been difficult for all of us and for
single people more so. Thankfully one thing that was encouraged was taking exercise, so walking has
become a major pastime to get some fresh air and some exercise, and to get a change of
surroundings instead of four walls and a television.
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It was on a grey January day that I decided to extend my walking and took the car down to the
Forest recreation ground Park and Ride. My walk was to take in the Church Cemetery, the
Arboretum and the General Cemetery before returning to the car; this walk would take in some of
Nottingham’s green spaces.
It was while walking up through the General Cemetery that I was reminded of some of the quirkier
sites in the cemetery. It was also an opportunity for checking out some of the graves on the guided
walk the Civic Society conducts in the cemeteries. Sadly nature has taken its toll on some of the
graves which have now become obscured with overgrown greenery.
I recalled that I have been walking through the General Cemetery since the 1970s. Back then it was a
short cut after walking ‘my patch’ after doing my daily visits and then going back to my office in the
Guildhall, where the Environmental Health Department was based. In those days officers like me
were still thought of as ‘sanitary inspectors’.
Even in my retirement the cemetery has often been a cut-through, so it was in the Spring of 2018
that I decided to cut through the cemetery to get from Canning Circus down to Waverley Street. I
had no intention of looking at graves, but as often happens I got distracted.
My distraction this day was a tree, a weeping willow tree.
Ever since its creation the cemetery has been planted with trees. In Victorian times, cemeteries
were idyllic places of beauty, somewhere you could come and stroll around and enjoy the day and
pay your respects to a loved one buried there.
Many of the trees today are self-sets, their seeds being blown in on the wind or brought in by birds,
the seeds most probably coming from the Arboretum, located close by on Waverley Street, where
an abundant variety of trees were planted for its creation in 1852 as part of the 1845 Enclosure Act.
In this particular instance, the seed landed near a slate gravestone commemorating John Smith
Sharpe who died on 3 May 1865, and his three sons who died between 1865 and 1866, aged 4, 7 and
3 years old.
As the young tree grew and got bigger, it began to lean forward onto the memorial.
Slowly as the tree has grown, the trunk has begun to encompass the headstone. It has eventually
cracked and split the stone, but at the same time it has given support to the memorial.
Today the tree has grown around the memorial and even between the split, ensuring that as long as
the tree stands so will the memorial.
The strange thing is, the carver of the headstone in 1865 incorporated a leaf/ivy design into the edge
of the stone; these finely carved leaves have now become one with the tree.
So, my short cut through the cemetery led me to a quirky discovery that linked the past and nature
together and all in all……added a bonus to my day.
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RECENT CIVIC SOCIETY GRANTS
Over the years Nottittingham Civic Society members have been very active in raising finds to
support the Society’s work in consultation, participatrion and campaigning on behalf of the
city and all aspects of its environment.
In addition to this vital focus, the Society has also been able to offer grants to a wide range of
projects inclusing conservatrion and commemoration works, greening and open-space
improvements, cultural, educational and community initiatives. Our thanks are due to all
those who have helped by fund-raising in many ways via such routes as Society merchandise
and publications: authoritative works by Ken Brand, Andrew Hamilton and the late Geoffrey
Oldfiekld continue to be in popular demand.
In recent years the Society’s guided walks led by Kurt Hatton, Kevin Powell and Graham
Clarke have drawn large audiences. For example Kurt most recently led a horde of sixty
people up hill and down dale in The Park, while Kevin also led large cohorts through the
even more alpine territory of the Rock Cemetery,
The efforts of Society members enable us to continue with a programme of grants, the most
recent of which are described below:

Nottingham Theatre Royal (picture from West Bridgford Wire)
£3,000 Mural depicting the theatre’s history, based on its archive community project, to be
located in the sunken circular area of the foyer next to the grand staircase.
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St Barnabas’s Cathedral Derby Road
£5,000 contribution to spire repair
This spire has always had rather a chequered
career. It almost didn’t appear at all when the
Earl of Shrewsbury, who was paying for the
building, ran out of money. It was left to a
generous priest, Richard Waldo Sibthorpe, to
donate its cost, and only just in time: he had
been an Anglican, become a Catholic and then
suffered an accident after which he returned to
his Anglican ministry. Cardinal Wiseman,
head of the Catholic church in England at the
time, observed that he had only just handed
over the money in time before he returned to
Anglicanism. Sibthorpe later returned to the
church of Rome and ministered at
St Barnabas’s Cathedral.

Binns Organ Trust, Albert Hall
£600 towards essential repair of the original (1910) organ blower – without which there would be no
organ music. The new technology of the Edwardian age used the wind not only to produce sound
from the pipes but to create the linkage between the console (where the player sits), connecting the
keys and stops to those pipes by something like four miles of tubing all coiled inside the instrument
itself, the wind coming from a large blowing plant which lurks in the basement and which is very
much in need of repair after 110 hardworking years.
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Wollaton Hall Walled Garden

£10,683 towards conservation and repair work in
the eighteenth-century walled garden.
The picture gives an idea of how quickly
structures deteriorate when left unattended.
This image gives us an idea of eighteenthcentury high-tech gardening, because the walls
were heated internally which “brought on” the
plants.
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Here is an overview of what is hoped for at the Walled Garden. Wollaton Road is at the top
of this diagram. The entrance at top left takes you to Mr Man’s (on the left) or the
communities courtyard on the right. Cambridge Road is on the right.
Unfortunately the diagram was reluctant to fit, so you will need to magnify it to read the
details. The buildings along the top parallel with Wollaton Road still exist but are in a very
derelict state. The Garden Cottage (lower left) is a project in which we have expressed
interest. The historic wall, now in very fragmentary condition, is in the middle of the
garden.
The suggestion has often been made that it should appropriately be a garden centre.
However no firm will take it on as it is at present; immense work has been done by the
volunteers there, but a lot remains to be done.
Stonebridge City Farm

£5,000 towards running costs and renovation work to this attractive and important environmental
asset, still working though currently closed to visitors during these troubling times. But life goes on:
a new calf born in mid-February and lambing due very soon . . .
Here is a letter from their General Manager, Peter Armitage
We have now been closed for 26 weeks, at one time or another, since the end of March last year.
The pandemic has had a massive impact on us, as it has for so many others. Our focus has been to
protect the health and wellbeing of everyone at the farm while making sure the animals are safe and
the grounds maintained.
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At the start of the first lockdown we had over 140 regular volunteers, the majority of whom have a
learning disability, a learning difficulty or a mental health challenge. The farm is an important part of
their lives, so when we have been closed we have supported them remotely, to help reduce isolation
and make sure they were getting the support they needed. A team of staff and volunteers made
weekly phone calls, 20 of the most vulnerable had specific support plans and activity packs were
sent out.
We also provided freshly cooked meals for two homeless hostels and an independent living
community.
We were able to reopen, albeit with restrictions, from the first week of July until the end of October.
It was great to be able to welcome back so many families and children and it was easy to see just
how beneficial the farm is to them. As we don’t charge an entrance fee it means local families can
enjoy the farm without worrying about the cost. Our value and public benefit is even stronger
through the pandemic.
Now, we are busy preparing for the Spring and Summer when we hope both visitors and volunteers
will be able to return. Farm life continues - we have two new calves and lambing isn’t too far away
and the gardens are being prepared for the better months ahead.
The pandemic has meant we have lost £100,000 of income we would normally have expected to
generate onsite. Our Appeal has been well supported and we have also been able to access
emergency grants as well as cut some costs.
We are very grateful for the generous support from the Nottingham Civic Society as we rely on the
generosity of many people and organisations – we look forward to an easier year ahead!
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LATE NEWS FROM MARS . . . Kevin Powell sends this despatch:
John Heathcoat and the latest NASA mission to Mars - ‘Perseverance’.
On 12 September 1962 in Houston, Texas, President John F Kennedy declared, “We chose to go to
the Moon.” These words were part of a speech promoting America’s goal to go into space and to put
a man on the moon by the end of the decade thus launching what we now think of as the space
race.
On 20 July 1969, the world held its breath and listened as Apollo 11 made its final approach to make
a landing on the moon, then we heard the immortal words “the Eagle has landed”. Later we would
hear the words and see the film footage of Neil Armstrong stepping off the ladder, making the first
footprints on the moon’s surface and going into the history books ‘as the first man on the moon.’
Well a lot of water has passed under the bridge since those days, but the space race still goes on.
This time the goal is not the moon, but the outer reaches of our galaxy and the exploration of our
closest neighbour, Mars.
Mars, the fourth planet from the sun, the ‘red planet’ has always held a fascination for us
scientifically, but for many it all started with HG Wells and his novel The War of the Worlds.
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The latest mission to Mars called ‘Perseverance’ by NASA, finally landed on 18 February 2021 having
started its journey on 30h July 2020. The intention was to land a ‘rover’ on the surface of Mars, its
purpose…. well let’s use NASA’s official description:
‘Seek signs of ancient life and collect samples of rock and regolith (broken rock and soil) for
possible return to Earth.’
The journey would be 127 million miles and the spacecraft carrying Perseverance would be travelling
at 125,000 miles per hour. Travelling at that speed it had to be slowed down or crash onto the
surface of the planet. This was to be achieved by engaging an enormous parachute to be deployed
during the descent. Perseverance entered Mars’s atmosphere and after four minutes deployed the
parachute, slowing it down to approximately 198 miles per hour and thus allowing the landing to
take place.
Once the parachute was detached, various descent and manoeuvring rockets would fire and slow
Perseverance down even further to afford a soft and safe landing.
The people at NASA held their breath waiting for the signal to say Perseverance had landed, thus
achieving their goal.
But, another group of people in Tiverton, Devon held their breath as well. These were the people
who had designed and made the parachute at Heathcoat Fabrics.
Heathcoat Fabrics described the parachute material as:
“the strongest, lightest and most heat-resistant parachute fabrics ever produced. Heat
resistance is vital for parachutes destined for space as they need to be baked at high
temperatures to ensure that microorganisms from Earth do not contaminate other planets.”
The landing represented an incredible feat of engineering from all those involved both at NASA and
at Heathcoat Fabrics.
But for Heathcoat Fabrics, this is all a long way from making lace in the early part of the 19th century
when one man, tired and incensed from the activity of the Luddites, moved his business from
Loughborough to Tiverton.
That man was John Heathcoat, a man who can truly bear the title as one of ‘Nottingham’s Lace
Trade Pioneers’.
So who was he?
John Heathcote was born in Duffield, Derbyshire on 7 August 1783 and entered the lace industry at
an early age; he is later credited with inventing the ‘bobbinet machine’.
During his early childhood the family moved to Hathern near Loughborough where John was
educated at the local school. The family were not wealthy and like many poorer families at that time
poverty affected him and those around him. He would never forget this in later life when employing
his workers.
Life in the lace trade began when he was apprenticed to a stockinger called William Shepherd; here
John learnt the trade, but also became knowledgeable about the workings of the stocking frame.
Once his apprenticeship was completed John moved to Nottingham and began work for Leonard
Elliott, whose small factory was in the area which is now called Broad Street and Heathcote Street.
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While working for Elliott, John became skilled at repairing and rebuilding the stocking frames and in
some cases improving the workings of the machines. He became so proficient with the machinery
that he was soon able to purchase the business from Leonard Elliott.
Using his knowledge and skills he turned his attention to perfecting the making of lace by machine.
John’s life now underwent a change when he sold his business and went into partnership with his
brother-in-law, Samuel Caldwell, back in Hathern.
In 1809, John achieved his goal and produced his bobbin lace machine; he would later establish his
own business as a lace manufacturer in Loughborough.
But this was the time of growing unrest in the lace industry; poor wages and conditions and the use
of cheap unskilled labour were all in the mixing pot which was waiting to boil over.
On 12 March 181, the pot erupted and the first group of lace makers marched into Nottinghamshire,
to Arnold where they attacked businesses and broke the first lace making frames: the ‘Luddites’
were born.
‘Luddism’ would spread across the county destroying businesses and livelihoods. The Luddites
became more violent in their attacks; those who were caught and arrested faced the death penalty
or transportation.
As the attacks became more violent, Heathcoat’s business in Loughborough came under threat. In
1816 an angry mob, fearing that John’s invention of the bobbinet machine would take away their
livelihood, attacked his premises and gained access to the factory. Inside they would smash and
break thirty-seven of his lace machines. This act and the attacks on many of Heathcoat’s
contemporaries frustrated and angered him.
It was this act of wanton destruction that caused him to consider moving his whole business away
from the area. Heathcote had previously visited Tiverton in Devon before this event had taken place
and had seen an old mill, which had been used as both a cotton and woollen mill. After much
deliberation he decided to purchase the mill and move his business down to Tiverton. This would
take him and his business away from the industrial unrest that was plaguing the lace industry in
central and northern England.
Leaving Loughborough and moving to Devon, he would lay the foundation stones of machine-made
lace trade in that part of the country.
John Heathcoat could be considered one of the social reformers of his day. Not only did he expand
and build the factory at Tiverton, he provided housing and a school for the children in a similar vein
to Titus Salt in Bradford. Perhaps the poverty he saw and lived with in his childhood and the unrest
he witnessed in the lace trade during Luddism influenced the way he cared for his workers and their
families.
In later life, John would go into politics and in 1832 he would be elected the Liberal (Whig) Member
of Parliament for Tiverton. 1832 was the year that the Great Reform Act was passed; this created 67
new constituencies and increased the number of men eligible to vote. John would sit in the new
Parliament for 27 years retaining his seat until 1859.
John died on the 18th January 1861 at Bolham House, near Tiverton.
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The legacy that he created would live on, and some 200 years after moving his business down to
Tiverton, Heathcoat Fabrics continue to flourish. They now produce a variety of fabrics for the
modern day, a far cry from those early days making fine lace.
So, wherever John rests, it would be nice to know he is feeling ‘quite chuffed’ with himself knowing
that what he began lives on into the 21st century.
*******************************
Due to copyright, I am unable to show any photographs to illustrate this article.
However, the following internet sites will show you an array of photographs.
An illustrated article on John Heathcote and the Tiverton Factory
https://museumcrush.org/john-heathcoat-the-industrialist-inventor-who-transformed-a-devontown/
Heathcote Fabrics - Details of the material and the landing
https://www.heathcoat.co.uk/perseverance-landing/
NASA official site for ‘Perseverance’. The images here are incredible.
https://www.nasa.gov/perseverance

Zoom isn’t as modern as you might think.
Here is a conference call from the Middle Ages:

Best wishes
Hilary Silvester

Ian Wells
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